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Deliverable D<4.1>

Abstract
This deliverable compiles the documents prepared for transnational call for proposals for
“Radiation Protection Research in Europe”, organized in 2016 by CONCERT: Document for
governance of the call and evaluation procedure, Call text, Guidelines for applicants and
Proposal application form.
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1.

PROCEDURE

The first versions of the Call documents for the transnational call for proposals (2016) for
“Radiation Protection Research in Europe” have been prepared by the Work Package 4
Leader (G. Pons, ANR):






Document for governance of the call and evaluation procedure
Call text
Guidelines for applicants
Proposal application form

These drafts have been circulated between October and December 2015 for revision to the
Call Steering Committee (R. Cavaleiro, FCT, and L. Gedda, SSM).
As described in the Grant Agreement, the description of the aim and the topics of the call
were based on the set of documents provided by WP3. Moreover, funding regulations were
based on a set of documents provided by CONCERT coordination (WP1).

On 2nd of December 2015, the final version of the Call Text was sent by the Work Package 4
Leader to the European Commission for approval on 4th of December 2015.

On 4th of December 2015, a pre-announcement of the 1st transnational call for proposals
(2016) for “Radiation Protection Research in Europe” was published on the CONCERT
website to warn the scientific community of the topics and the general rules.

Final version of the Call Text, Guidelines for applicants and the Proposal application form
were published on the CONCERT website on 2nd of June 2016 at the opening of the call. The
initial delivery date for this deliverable D4.1 was month 9 (February 2016). As the Call Text
could not be validated by the European Commission before the foreseen publication of the
call and the deliverable due date, the delivery was delayed after the European Commission
approval (Month 13).
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ANNEXES

2.1.

Document for governance of the call and evaluation procedure

EUROPEAN JOINT PROGRAMME - CONCERT
TRANSNATIONAL CALL FOR PROPOSALS (2016)
FOR
“RADIATION PROTECTION RESEARCH IN EUROPE”

DOCUMENT FOR GOVERNANCE OF THE CALL AND
EVALUATION PROCEDURE

This working document is a mutual statement of intention among all Parties organising the
transnational call who agree to make every reasonable effort to fulfil the intents expressed
in the transnational call as well as its implementation as described below.

CALL STEERING COMMITTEE (CSC) AND JOINT PEER REVIEW PANEL (PRP)
The CONCERT 2016 Call Steering Committee (CSC) is composed of:
 AGENCE NATIONALE DE LA RECHERCHE, ANR, France
 STRALSAKERHETSMYNDIGHETEN, SSM, Sweden
 FUNDACAO PARA A CIENCIA E A TECNOLOGIA, FCT, Portugal
The present call for proposals will be coordinated by the Joint Call Secretariat (JCS), hosted
by ANR, France. CSC members are not allowed to apply to the transnational call. The CSC will
decide on the text of the transnational call documents and the composition of the Joint Peer
Review Panel (PRP). Based on the recommendations of the PRP, the CSC will provide two
ranking lists, one per topic, to the CONCERT coordination and Management Board.
The CSC members are entitled to join the PRP meeting as observers.
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FUNDING RECIPIENTS
Joint transnational research proposals may be submitted by research groups working in
universities (or other higher education institutions), non-university public research institutes,
hospitals and other health care settings and health organisations, research oriented
radiation protection institutions, as well as industrial companies, in particular small and
medium-size enterprises (SMEs). The eligibility of the afore-mentioned entities to be cofunded, together with details of eligible costs (personnel, material, consumables, travel
money, investments...), are subjected to the CONCERT funding regulations (see “Call text”).
Clarification may be obtained from the CONCERT beneficiary organisations and their Linked
Third Parties; to this end, a list of contact details will be published on the CONCERT website
(http://www.concert-h2020.eu/en).
Rules for application are given in the “Call Text”.
Only financial contribution by, or coming through, CONCERT beneficiary organisations or
their Linked Third Parties can be eligible to be funded by the European Commission.
Therefore, public documents of this transnational call inform applicants that they are
strongly advised to contact their respective national organisation participating in CONCERT
(CONCERT beneficiary organisations or their Linked Third Parties) before starting the
preparation of their proposal, to explore funding solutions if they do not belong to a
CONCERT beneficiary organisation or one of their Linked Third Parties.

SUBMISSION OF JOINT PROPOSALS
One joint proposal document (in English) shall be prepared by the partners of a joint
transnational proposal, and must be submitted to the online submission system,
(administrated by the Joint Call Secretariat) by the project coordinator, in signed Pdf-format
file no later than 02 August 2016 at 17:00 CEST (Central European Summer Time).
Proposals must include the required information in the form, and the “Guidelines for
Applicants”, available on the CONCERT website.

SCIENTIFIC PEER REVIEW PANEL (PRP)
Each proposal will be evaluated by at least three experts, who will produce a written
evaluation report and who will meet to discuss all proposals in a Peer Review Panel1 (PRP)
meeting. The PRP members will evaluate the proposals submitted in response to this
transnational call according to the aim of the call and the evaluation form. A total number of
about 20 reviewers will be involved (depending upon the number of submitted eligible
proposals and the expertise required to review all applications). The reviewers will be
chosen by the CSC under the supervision of the Senior Reviewers Group, from a database of
1 Peer review panel: external, independent and international recognized experts that will review the applications according
to their expertise.
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experts that will be set up by the CONCERT coordination. The reviewers are
internationally recognised scientists chosen for their scientific or technical expertise in the
field of radioprotection. Reviewers should come not only from CONCERT participating
countries but also from non-participating countries. The Senior Reviewers Group must state
whether there are conflicts of interest towards certain applications since they will be
appointing experts for the evaluation. After the decision of the CSC and with the help of the
Senior Reviewers Group, the JCS will contact the experts centrally to request and coordinate
their participation. Their potential conflicts of interest will be assessed before providing
them access to the proposals. In order to avoid any conflict of interest, the reviewers will be
informed immediately (prior to their decision whether or not to participate) that if they
accept to be part of the PRP, they should not apply to this transnational call. If necessary,
additional reviews may be requested from external experts in particular cases, who will also
sign confidentiality and absence of conflict of interest agreements.

There are two steps in this reviewing procedure: remote evaluation and peer
review panel meeting:
 Remote evaluation: each proposal will be allocated to at least three PRP members who
fit the profile of the application. Each PRP member will be asked to state how its
expertise matches each proposal. If gaps of expertise are identified, additional experts
could be invited. The allocation will be done by JCS together with members of the CSC
and the help of the Senior Reviewers Group (allocation working group). The first step of
the peer review procedure will be a written evaluation. Indeed, all reviewers will be
asked for reports and scoring on the proposals according to specific evaluation criteria
and a scoring system (see the evaluation procedure below).
 Peer review panel meeting: All PRP members who participated in the remote evaluation
shall be present at the PRP meeting. One chair (and if needed one vice chair), who may
come from a different country from the participating countries, will be identified among
the PRP members. All proposals above a given threshold on the overall score will be
discussed during the PRP meeting. For each proposal, three members of the PRP will act
as reviewers, one of them will act as “proposer”, i.e. he/she will present the proposal
that will be discussed in the PRP meeting. The PRP chair (and vice chair) will not act as
introducing member for a specific proposal but will be asked to have an overview over all
research proposals and, in case of voting decisions, will have equal voting rights as the
other PRP members. PRP members will not represent the partners nor adopt national
considerations. After this meeting, the PRP will provide the CSC two final ranking lists,
one per topic, of the proposals recommended for funding based only on the approved
evaluation criteria, and each proposer will write an evaluation summary report resulting
from the PRP meeting’s discussions. Projects to be funded will be selected by the
CONCERT coordination following these ranking lists and the availability of funding.
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EVALUATION FEES
Cost reimbursement for experts will be those of EURATOM current practice. The PRP
members will be reimbursed of the travel and accommodation expenses or allowance
incurred for their attendance to PRP meetings.

ANONYMITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
The composition of the PRP will be published on the CONCERT website but it will not be
revealed which individual evaluated a specific proposal. Final evaluation summary reports
will be provided to the applicants. The reviewers will enter into a confidentiality agreement
before undertaking the evaluation process.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Reviewers must declare any conflict of interest and refrain from reviewing an application or
from discussion of a proposal if they stand to profit professionally, financially or personally
from approval or rejection of the application. They should also refrain from reviewing if they
have published together with the applicant or the co-workers within the last three years, if
they are currently cooperating or if professional or family dependencies exist.
See Annex II.

EVALUATION PROCEDURE
STEP 1 - FORMAL CRITERIA CHECK OF PROPOSALS
The Joint Call Secretariat together with the CSC will check all proposals to ensure that they
meet the call’s formal criteria (date of submission; number of participating countries;
category of partners; inclusion of all necessary information in English; appropriate limits on
length). Solutions will be first explored by each CSC member to keep proposals eligible for
minor eligibility issues. If no solution could be found, proposals not meeting the formal
conditions will be rejected without further review. Eligible proposals will be forwarded to
the PRP for evaluation.

STEP 2 - SELECTION OF PROPOSALS BY THE PRP
In both the written evaluation and the PRP meeting, PRP members will carry out the
evaluation using a common Evaluation Form according to specific evaluation criteria:
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1. Excellence
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Clarity and pertinence of the objectives
Credibility of the proposed approach and methodology
Soundness of the concept
Innovative potential
Competence and experience of participating research partners in the field(s) of the
proposal (previous work in the field, specific technical expertise)

2. Impact
a. Potential of the expected results
b. Added-value of transnational collaboration: gathering a critical mass, sharing of
resources, harmonization of data, sharing of specific know-how and/or innovative
technologies, etc.
c. Effectiveness of the proposed measures to exploit and disseminate the project
results (including management of intellectual property rights - IPR), to
communicate the project, and to manage research data where relevant
3. Quality and efficiency of the implementation
a. Coherence and effectiveness of the work plan, including appropriateness of the
allocation of tasks, resources and time-frame
b. Complementarity of the participants within the consortium
c. Involvement of young scientists (MSc, PhD, Post-Doc…), when applicable
d. Appropriateness of the management structures and procedures, including risk and
innovation management
e. Concept for sustainability of infrastructures initiated by the project, when
applicable
f. Budget and cost-effectiveness of the project (rational distribution of resources in
relation to project’s activities, partners responsibilities and time frame)
A scoring system will be used to evaluate the proposal’s performance:
0:

The proposal fails to address the criterion under examination or cannot be judged due to
missing or incomplete information

1:

Poor. The criterion is addressed in an inadequate manner, or there are serious inherent
weaknesses.

2:

Fair. While the proposal broadly addresses the criterion, there are significant weaknesses

3:

Good. The proposal addresses the criterion well, although improvements would be
necessary.

4:

Very good. The proposal addresses the criterion very well, although certain improvements
are still possible.

5:

Excellent. The proposal successfully addresses all relevant aspects of the criterion in
question. Any shortcomings are minor.
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The reviewers will score each criterion and will provide comments to justify each score.
Each proposal will be reviewed by at least 3 reviewers. All reviewers will complete the
evaluation form. The overall threshold, applying to the sum of the three individual scores,
will be 10.
The JCS will collect the written evaluations and produce a booklet that will be provided to
the PRP members and the CSC members for the PRP meeting. The PRP members will meet
and discuss the proposals above a given threshold on the overall score (based on the scoring
in the written reports) and they will identify the top-quality proposals recommended for
funding and set up one ranking list per topic. The proposer will write an evaluation summary
report based on the evaluations and the panel discussions, which will be sent (anonymously)
to the proposal coordinator.
CSC members can participate in the PRP meetings as observers.

STEP 3 - PROJECT APPROVAL AND DECISION COMMUNICATION
The CSC will provide the ranking lists to the CONCERT coordination to identify the projects to
be funded according to the scientific ranking lists and the available budget. If the number of
high priority proposals, as judged by the PRP, is smaller than what the budget can support,
only part of the funds may be used for this call. If the number of high priority proposals, as
judged by the PRP, is higher than what the budget can support, the CONCERT coordination
will discuss the potential funding of the respective proposals. The ranking lists established by
the PRP shall be respected as far as possible.
The information about project approval will be issued to the coordinators of the consortia
through the JCS by e-mail in a formal letter that includes a summary of the evaluation results
and possible remaining conditions that have to be fulfilled for being funded by the
respective funding organisation. In addition, the project partners will be informed by the
coordinators of the consortia and by the CONCERT coordination by e-mail or phone. The JCS
will also inform the coordinators of rejected proposals about the evaluation results by e-mail
in a formal letter, which will include a summary of the evaluation results and the reasons for
the rejection of the application.

The CONCERT coordination aims at taking the final decision not later than two
month after receiving the ranking lists.

FUNDING PROCEDURE / RESPONSIBILITY / REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
Based on the research topic specific ranking lists established by the PRP, a final decision will
be made by CONCERT Management Board and will be subject to budgetary consideration.
The CONCERT Management Board commit to follow the ranking list established by the PRP,
and to fund at least one project per topic. Once these first two projects have been selected,
further selection will be determined on the basis of the absolute ranking scores.
Please refer to Annex B for detailed explanations on contracting and funding process.
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The funding decision is final and no complaint will be accepted or treated by the CONCERT
consortium.
It will be the responsibility of the project coordinator of the call winning consortium to draw
up a funded project Consortium Agreement (CA) suitable to their own group in order to
manage the delivery of the project activities, finances, intellectual right properties (IPR) and
to avoid disputes which might be detrimental to the completion of the project.
All the project partners must sign the funded project CA and send it to the CONCERT
coordinator. The call winning consortium is strongly encouraged to sign this funded project
CA before the official project start date, and in any case the funded project CA has to be
signed no later than six months after the official project start date. Further instructions will
be provided by the JCS and CONCERT coordinator to the coordinators of the projects
selected for funding.
Each project coordinator, on behalf of all participating partners, should submit to the JCS a
brief mid-term and final scientific progress report of the transnational project (in English) by
filling out a template provided by JCS stating the scientific progress, the goals that have been
met, and corrective measures set in case that the annual project plan has not been fulfilled.
In addition, project coordinators could be asked to present the project results during
CONCERT meetings (Review Seminars).
In case of ANY significant changes in the work program or the consortium composition, the
coordinator must inform as quickly as possible the JCS, who will inform the CONCERT
coordination, to decide upon the proper action to be taken.
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ANNEX I. DECLARATION SIGNED BY THE REVIEWERS
Please send the scanned copy by email to EJPConcertCalls@agencerecherche.fr and the original
signed copy to the CONCERT Joint Call Secretariat to:
EJP CONCERT JCS
Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR)
Guillaume Pons
50 avenue Daumesnil, 75012 Paris, FRANCE

CONCERT Transnational Call 2016
Declarations
Declaration of no conflict of interest
I hereby declare that I have no conflict of interest2 with any proposal that I am asked to evaluate. I
will inform the Joint Call secretariat immediately if I discover any such conflict of interest. In
particular, I declare that I have not submitted, nor am I, to the best of my knowledge, involved in any
proposal currently under evaluation or submitted for evaluation, under the above call.
Declaration of confidentiality
I hereby declare that I will not disclose any detail of the evaluation process and its outcomes or of
any proposal submitted for evaluation. I understand that I have to maintain the confidentiality of any
documents or electronic files sent and to return, erase or destroy all confidential documents or files
upon completing the evaluation, unless otherwise instructed.

Name: _________________________
Place/Date: ________________________
Signature: _________________________

2Circumstances

-

in which a conflict of interest exists:

was involved in the preparation of the proposal
stands to benefit directly should the proposal be accepted
has a close family relationship (up to first degree in the previous 3 years) with any person representing an
applicant organisation in the proposal
is a director, trustee or partner of an applicant organisation or involved in a contract or research collaboration
(including publications) with an applicant organisation, or had been so in the previous three years
is employed by one of the applicant organisations in a proposal or was employed by one of the applicant
organisations in a proposal within the previous three years
is in any other situation that compromises his or her ability to evaluate the proposal impartially or in any other
situation that could cast doubt on his or her ability to evaluate the proposal impartially, or that could reasonably
appear to do so in the eyes of an external third party.
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Call text

EUROPEAN JOINT PROGRAMME - CONCERT
TRANSNATIONAL CALL FOR PROPOSALS (2016)
FOR
“RADIATION PROTECTION RESEARCH IN
EUROPE”

CALL TEXT

SUBMISSION DEADLINE: 02-AUGUST-2016 AT 17:00 (CEST)
_________
Link to electronic proposal submission:
https://www.pt-it.de/ptoutline/application/CONCERT2016

CONCERT JOINT CALL SECRETARIAT
JCS is hosted by the French National Research Agency (ANR)
50 avenue Daumesnil, 75012 Paris, FRANCE
Monika Frenzel
EJPConcertCalls@agencerecherche.fr

http://www.concert-h2020.eu/en
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INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION
The European Joint Programme for the Integration of Radiation Protection Research (acronym:
CONCERT) aims to contribute to the sustainable integration of European and national research
programmes in the field of radiation protection. It will do so by focusing resources and efforts in five
key directions:


Bring together the competences of the scientific communities in Europe in the fields of
radiation effects and risks in humans, radioecology, nuclear and radiological emergency
preparedness, dosimetry and medical radiation protection;



Strengthen integrative activities in multidisciplinary radiation protection research with
special attention to synergetic as well as complementary projects;



Stimulate and foster scientific excellence by setting up and co-funding of advanced
programmes in radiation protection research;



Exchange and communicate with stakeholders;



Foster the harmonious application of radiation protection practises on the best available
scientific knowledge.

In this context, the European Commission’s EURATOM research and training programme 2014-2018
supports CONCERT, a European Joint Programme (EJP) in the field of Radiation Protection (20152020). Please visit our website for more information about this initiative: http://www.concerth2020.eu/en. The CONCERT EJP is an action with the aim to co-fund Europe-wide coordinated
national research and innovation programmes in the field of radiation protection research.

CONCERT develops its strategic plans based on the work of the European research platforms
MELODI, ALLIANCE, NERIS and EURADOS in the fields of radiation effects in humans, radioecology,
nuclear emergency preparedness and dosimetry, respectively. In addition, CONCERT supports the
establishment of a European research platform in the field of medical radiation protection. The
platforms develop strategic research agendas in their field of activities, recommend research
priorities and develop research road maps. CONCERT serves as an umbrella structure for joint
programming and the integration of the research agendas from the European research platforms and
national research programmes. Beyond joint programming CONCERT brings together research
organisations and ministries to develop joint activities and programmes in order to coordinate and
co-fund high quality research in radiation protection across national borders in Europe. CONCERT
Beneficiaries have decided to launch a first open CONCERT transnational call to fund multidisciplinary
innovative research projects in radiation protection. The Joint Call Secretariat (JCS) will coordinate
the present call for proposals.
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Please consult http://www.concert-h2020.eu/en and Annex A of this document for a list of CONCERT
Beneficiaries and their Linked Third Parties, for more information on CONCERT. Participants that do
not belong to any of the organisations listed here are advised to contact their respective national
organisations participating in CONCERT (national Programme Owners or Managers as CONCERT
Beneficiaries or their Linked Third Parties) as early as possible ideally before starting the preparation
of the proposal, to explore funding solutions at the national level (see below 2. Application, and
Annex B Financial Call Conditions).

1. AIM OF THE CALL
The aims of the call are:


To support transnational research projects that combine innovative approaches in the field
of radiation protection in line with the research priorities of CONCERT;



To actively integrate E&T activities and collaboration with universities in multidisciplinary
research projects;



To make optimal use of research infrastructures.

Project proposals will address multidisciplinary and transnational research. The project proposals
must cover one of the following areas that are equal in relevance for this call:

Topic 1
Improvement of health risk assessment associated with low dose/dose rate radiation


Challenge
Today the main uncertainties in radiation health risk assessment relate to (i) the magnitude
of cancer risk following protracted exposures of the order of 100 mSv or less and organ
specific risks following acute or protracted doses of a few hundred mSv, particularly for
inhomogeneous dose distributions, (ii) the magnitude of cardiovascular/cerebrovascular and
cognitive disease, cataracts and other tissue injury below 500 mSv (iii) the identification and
validation of a series of biomarkers relevant for assessing the health risk associated with low
doses/dose rates exposures and (iv) the appropriate risk extrapolation models to apply to
assess risk at levels below those where direct evidence is available from human population
studies. A better understanding and communication of the effects of low-dose ionising
radiation on human health and the mechanisms leading to radiation-induced diseases, are
essential for radiation protection of populations and individuals in all situations occupational,
medical, emergency and in the course of normal life.



Scope
The overall aim of this action is to improve knowledge on the shape of the dose-responserelationship for radiation induced health effects (cancer and non-cancer) at low doses/dose
rates and individual factors affecting risk, relying on approaches including (i) informative
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epidemiological studies with individual dosimetry on internal and/or external exposures
considering all dose-relevant radiation components and their uncertainties and (ii) model
systems with clear relevance to radiation-induced diseases allowing the identification,
development and validation of relevant biomarkers that can form the core approach for the
assessment of the health risks associated with low doses/dose rates exposures. Fundamental
considerations of radiation action on molecular and cellular levels including track structure
modelling and measurement may also be included for a better understanding of local dose
deposition. Social and ethical aspects, for instance, reflection on the risks and benefits
associated to exposure to low dose/rates, or the communication of uncertainties may be
included where relevant.


Expected impact
This action is anticipated to deliver significant insights and progress in the assessment and
governance of health risk at low radiation exposures and will thus strengthen the scientific
evidence base for radiation protection optimisation and justification, and the setting of dose
limits and emergency reference levels. Integration of radiobiology, epidemiology and
dosimetry should lead to a methodology and guidelines to be applied to different exposure
scenarios such as occupationally exposed workers including emergency scenarios,
environmentally exposed populations and patients exposed for diagnostic and therapeutic
purposes. Improved understanding of the biokinetics of internal emitters could be an
important goal, as well as the link between dose quantities from internal dosimetry using
biological methods and biological end-points.



Type of action
Research and innovation actions. Project proposals may address the entire or part of the
scope.

Topic 2
Reducing uncertainties in human and ecosystem radiological risk assessment and management in
nuclear emergencies and existing exposure situations, including NORM


Challenge
Addressing uncertainties in human and ecosystem radiological risk assessment and
management is a critical issue when evaluating the effects of radioactive substances present
or released into the environment. Uncertainties from various origins such as e.g., source
terms, models, parameter values, monitoring and dosimetry data, are very often limited to
technical aspects and not explicitly addressed. As a result, uncertainties are not fully
considered in the decision-making process, including in the justification of remediation
strategies. An improved process-based understanding of radionuclide transport and transfers
(including dose estimates) based on modelling and monitoring is key to address uncertainties
in a systematic science-based way and harmonize practices across Europe. Additionally, to
strengthen the decision making process, the variability of stakeholder requirements taking
into account social and ethical aspects should be understood and incorporated.



Scope
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Proposals will identify and address key uncertainties in modelling and decision making
regarding exposure, dose and risk characterization and management for humans and wildlife.
This is needed for a wide range of sources, release scenarios, and assessment contexts for
emergencies and existing exposure situations (especially in cases of mixed external and
internal exposures), including NORM. Refinement of physical, chemical and biological
processes driving environmental behaviour of radionuclides, incorporating such knowledge in
models, will improve the final decision making process by reducing uncertainties. In the
improvement of the decision making process, the needs and values of the various
stakeholders at the local, national and international level should be investigated to develop
robust strategies. One of the expected outcomes is to provide guidance and methods for
selecting the level of refinement for models according to the targeted level of uncertainty.
Another is to obtain calibrated and validated models for continental environments, including
interactions with atmosphere and common understanding of model validation approaches
for humans and ecosystems. These fit-for-purpose models and their uncertainty
quantification, along with improved monitoring strategies will be used in support of
integrated and graded risk management, decision aiding and communication approaches.
Uncertainties in human behaviour cultural differences and stakeholder preferences should
become part of the tools and approaches to support the decision making process.


Expected impact
Improved consideration of uncertainties and predictive power will strengthen the credibility
of risk assessments and decision making in emergencies and existing exposure situations. The
acquisition of new scientific knowledge and methods to evaluate uncertainties in modelling
and decision making processes will improve monitoring strategies, increase remediation
efficiencies and finally will become available for the integration in the decision making
processes and/or decision support systems. Harmonized models, approaches and tools are
key for better coordinated risk assessment and response in Europe.



Type of action
Research and innovation actions. Project proposals may address the entire or part of the
scope.

Proposals must clearly demonstrate the potential impact on radiation protection in Europe as well
as the added value of transnational collaboration: sharing of resources (models, registries, diagnosis,
etc.), harmonisation of data, sharing of specific know-how and/or innovative technologies.

The individual project partners of the joint applications should be complementary and the proposed
work should contain novel, innovative, ambitious ideas and their potential application to the end
users.
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Education and Training
Education and training is a part of all activities within CONCERT. Proposals should include a plan for
integration of education and training into the research programme, with a description of the
proposed activities. The proposal should also give details of collaboration or involvement with
academic departments, and of intended PhD thesis work, MSc project work, teaching seminars, ad
hoc courses on the topics of the proposal, etc., where possible.

Quality assurance, Open Access and Infrastructures
Proposals must demonstrate the appropriateness of the approaches, techniques or infrastructures
that they plan to use, in terms of feasibility, reliability, quality assurance and traceability of the
results to be generated in relation to the objectives of the project (e.g. reliable dose quantification,
common standards for omics, etc.). A Data Management Plan (DMP), and, if applicable, a Sample
Management Plan (SMP) should be included in the proposal. Research data (post-publication) should
be made available via open access in STORE (http://www.storedb.org) or in another open, searchable
database (unless there are legal restrictions on data sharing). Infrastructures that can be used for
CONCERT projects may include: (1) exposure platforms, contamination sites and observatories, (2)
databases, sample banks and cohorts, (3) analytical platforms, particularly omics platforms, models
and tools. The cost of infrastructure use (including Sample banking costs) should be included in the
proposal.
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2. APPLICATION
Proposals must fulfil the following eligibility criteria. Proposals not meeting these
requirements will be rejected without further review:

2.1 GENERAL CRITERIA


Joint proposals (in English), must be submitted to the online submission website
(https://www.pt-it.de/ptoutline/application/CONCERT2016) no later than 02-August-2016 at
17:00 CEST (Brussels local time). The server will not accept proposals after this time.



Information on how to submit proposals electronically is available in "Guidelines for
applicants" and “Proposal template” on the CONCERT website (http://www.concerth2020.eu/en).



The proposals should respect the appropriate format and limits on length described in the
«Guidelines for Applicants» and “Proposal template” on the CONCERT website
(http://www.concert-h2020.eu/en).



Projects are expected to start between November and December 2016, depending on
successful evaluation and thereafter grant negotiation. However, the project has to be
finished not later than 31 December 2019. No extension will be allowed.



The call is open to research partners from all over the world (persons, groups and entities
subject to EU financial sanctions are barred from participation, cp. EURATOM Work
Programme 2014 – 2015, p. 38, fn. 333).

2.2 ELIGIBLE ORGANISATIONS


The following organisations are eligible to be funded:
o

Beneficiaries of CONCERT (see list of Beneficiaries in Annex A);

o

Linked Third Parties of CONCERT (see list of Linked Third Parties in Annex A);

o

Third Parties:


Higher education establishments and other academic research institutions,
in particular:


Research oriented radiation protection institutions;



Clinical/public health sector organisations, in particular those employing
research teams working in hospitals/public health and/or other health care
settings. Participation of Medical Doctors in the research teams is
encouraged;



Enterprises (all sizes of private companies). Participation of small and
medium-size enterprises (SMEs) is encouraged.

3

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2014_2015/euratom/h2020-wp1415euratom_en.pdf
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Third Parties may participate in transnational projects if they are able:
o

to secure their own funding (without asking for any financial support);

o

or to receive a financial support from a CONCERT Beneficiary organisation or one of
their Linked Third Parties (See Annex A and B).

Such partners are considered as full project partners.
Participants that do not belong to any of the organisations listed in Annex A are strongly
encouraged to contact their respective national organisation participating in CONCERT
(CONCERT Beneficiary organisations or their Linked Third Parties) before starting the
preparation of their proposal, to explore funding solutions if they want to be funded.

2.3 CONSORTIUM COMPOSITION


Each consortium must nominate a project coordinator among the project’s principal
investigators. For practical administrative reasons it is recommended that the coordinator
belongs to a CONCERT Beneficiary organisation or one of their Linked Third Parties. The
project coordinator will represent the consortium externally and towards the JCS and
CONCERT coordination, and will be responsible for its internal scientific management (such
as controlling, reporting, intellectual property rights (IPR) issues and contact with the JCS).



Each project partner will be represented by one principal investigator only. Within a joint
proposal, each project partner’s principal investigator will be the contact person.



Each principal investigator can submit only one proposal as project coordinator.



Only transnational projects will be funded.



Each proposal must involve at least three legal entities. Each of the three must be
established in a different EU Member State or Euratom Programme associated country. All
three legal entities must be independent of each other.



The number of participants and their research contribution should be appropriate for the
aims of the transnational research project and reasonably balanced in terms of international
participation. Each transnational collaborative project should represent the critical mass to
achieve ambitious scientific goals and should clearly demonstrate an added value from
working together.

2.4 FUNDING


Whilst proposals will be submitted jointly by research groups from several countries/regions,
requirements for funding differ between successful CONCERT Beneficiaries and their Linked
Third Parties on one hand and Third Parties receiving financial support on the other hand.
Specifically, Third Parties will be funded in this transnational call, if they also secured
financial support (co-fund) from CONCERT Beneficiaries or Linked Third Parties. Participants
that do not belong to any of the above mentioned organisations are strongly advised to
contact their respective national organisation participating in CONCERT (CONCERT
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Beneficiary organisations or their Linked Third Parties) before starting the preparation of
their proposal, to explore funding solutions (see Annex B Financial Call Conditions).


The total budget available for this first CONCERT transnational Call for proposals is 10.4 M€.



CONCERT considers that proposals with total eligible cost between 2 and 5 M€ would allow
the specific challenges of the open CONCERT RTD calls to address appropriately.
Nonetheless, this does not preclude submission and selection of proposals requesting other
amounts.



Funding is awarded for the duration of the project (see above General criteria) according to
CONCERT financial call conditions, and no extension will be allowed.



See Annex B for more details on the CONCERT funding regulations.

2.5 FURTHER INFORMATION
If you need additional information, please contact the JCS, or your national CONCERT beneficiary
organisation (see http://www.concert-h2020.eu/en).
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3. EVALUATION
The evaluation of the joint transnational project proposals will be organised as follows:

3.1 FORMAL CHECK OF PROPOSALS
The JCS will check all proposals to ensure that they meet the call’s formal criteria (date of
submission; number and category of partners and participating countries; inclusion of all necessary
information in English; appropriate limits on length). Proposals passing eligibility check will be
forwarded to the Peer Review Panel4 (PRP) members for evaluation. Proposals not meeting the
formal criteria will be declined without further review.

3.2 PEER-REVIEW OF PROPOSALS
The reviewers of the PRP will carry out the evaluation according to specific evaluation criteria (see
below), using a common evaluation form. The evaluation of submitted proposals will be aligned on
the scoring system and criteria given in the European Commission’s Work Programme.
A scoring system from 0 to 5 will be used to evaluate the proposal’s performance with respect to the
different evaluation criteria. Scoring system: 0: fails or missing/incomplete information; 1: poor; 2:
fair; 3: good; 4: very good; 5: excellent. The overall threshold, applying to the sum of the three
individual scores, will be 10.
4. Excellence
a. Clarity and pertinence of the objectives
b. Credibility of the proposed approach and methodology
c. Soundness of the concept
d. Innovative potential
e. Competence and experience of participating research partners in the field(s) of the
proposal (previous work in the field, specific technical expertise)
5. Impact
a. Potential of the expected results
b. Added-value of transnational collaboration: gathering a critical mass, sharing of
resources, harmonization of data, sharing of specific know-how and/or innovative
technologies, etc.
c. Effectiveness of the proposed measures to exploit and disseminate the project
results (including management of intellectual property rights - IPR), to
communicate the project, and to manage research data where relevant
4

Peer Review Panel: international reviewers that will review the applications according to their expertise.
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6. Quality and efficiency of the implementation
a. Coherence and effectiveness of the work plan, including appropriateness of the
allocation of tasks, resources and time-frame
b. Complementarity of the participants within the consortium
c. Involvement of young scientists (MSc, PhD, Post-Doc…), when applicable
d. Appropriateness of the management structures and procedures, including risk and
innovation management
e. Concept for sustainability of infrastructures initiated by the project, when
applicable
f.

Budget and cost-effectiveness of the project (rational distribution of resources in
relation to project’s activities, partners responsibilities and time frame)

Each proposal will be evaluated by at least three PRP members, who will make first a written
evaluation. Each proposal will be then discussed by all the PRP members in a final PRP meeting to
agree on one ranking list per topic. A final consensus report will be written for each proposal.

4. FUNDED PROJECT
4.1 FINAL DECISION ON FUNDING
Based on the research topic5 specific ranking lists established by the PRP, a final decision will be
made by CONCERT Management Board and will be subject to budgetary consideration. The CONCERT
Management Board commit to follow the ranking list established by the PRP, and to fund at least one
project per topic. Once these first two projects have been selected, further selection will be
determined on the basis of the absolute ranking scores.
Please refer to Annex B for detailed explanations on contracting and funding process.
The funding decision is final and no complaint will be accepted or treated by the CONCERT
consortium.

4.2 FUNDED PROJECT CONSORTIUM AGREEMENT
It will be the responsibility of the project coordinator of the call winning consortium to draw up a
funded project Consortium Agreement (CA) suitable to their own group in order to manage the
delivery of the project activities, finances, intellectual right properties (IPR) and to avoid disputes
which might be detrimental to the completion of the project.
All the project partners must sign the funded project CA and send it to the CONCERT coordinator. The
call winning consortium is strongly encouraged to sign this funded project CA before the official
5

Improvement of health risk assessment associated with low dose/dose rate radiation; Reducing uncertainties in
human and ecosystem radiological risk assessment and management in nuclear emergencies and existing
exposure situations, including NORM.
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project start date, and in any case the funded project CA has to be signed no later than six months
after the official project start date. Further instructions will be provided by the JCS and CONCERT
coordinator to the coordinators of the projects selected for funding.

5. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
Each project coordinator, on behalf of all participating partners, should submit to the JCS a brief midterm and final scientific progress report of the transnational project (in English) by filling out a
template provided by JCS stating the scientific progress, the goals that have been met, and corrective
measures set in case that the annual project plan has not been fulfilled. In addition, project
coordinators could be asked to present the project results during CONCERT meetings (Review
Seminars).
In case of ANY significant changes in the work program or the consortium composition, the
coordinator must inform as quickly as possible the JCS, who will inform the CONCERT coordination,
to decide upon the proper action to be taken.
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ANNEX A. CONCERT BENEFICIARIES AND THEIR LINKED THIRD PARTIES
Consult also in CONCERT website (http://www.concert-h2020.eu/en) the list of CONCERT
Beneficiaries and their Linked Third Parties.

CONCERT Beneficiaries:

































BUNDESAMT FUER STRAHLENSCHUTZ, BfS, Germany, the Coordinator
SATEILYTURVAKESKUS, STUK, Finland
STUDIECENTRUM VOOR KERNENERGIE/CENTRE D’ETUDE DE L’ENERGIE NUCLEAIRE, SCK CEN, Belgium
AGENCE NATIONALE DE LA RECHERCHE, ANR, France
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, DH-PHE, United Kingdom
COMMISSARIAT A L’ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES, CEA, France
UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI PAVIA, UNIPV, Italy
ASSOCIATION MELODI, France
ALLIANCE EUROPENNE EN RADIOECOLOGIE, ALLIANCE, France
NERIS PLATFORM ASSOCIATION, NERIS, France
EUROPEAN RADIATION DOSIMETRY GROUP E.V., EURADOS, Germany
INSTITUT DE RADIOPROTECTION ET DE SURETE NUCLEAIRE, IRSN, France
STRALSAKERHETSMYNDIGHETEN, SSM, Sweden
CENTRO DE INVESTIGACIONES ENERGETICAS, MEDIOAMBIENTALES Y TECNOLOGICAS, CIEMAT, Spain
ORSZAGOS KÖZEGÉSZSÉGÜGYI KÖZPONT, OKK-OSSKI, Hungary
MAGYAR TUDOMANYOS AKADEMIA ENERGIATUDOMANYI KUTATOKOZPONT, MTA EK, Hungary
NATIONAL CENTRE OF RADIOBIOLOGY AND RADIATION PROTECTION, NCRRP, Bulgaria
HELMHOLTZ ZENTRUM MUENCHEN DEUTSCHES FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM FUER GESUNDHEIT UND
UMWELT GMBH, HMGU, Germany
MEDIZINISCHE UNIVERSITAET WIEN, MUW, Austria
AGENZIA NAZIONALE PER LE NUOVE TECNOLOGIE, L'ENERGIA E LO SVILUPPO ECONOMICO
SOSTENIBILE, ENEA, Italy
ISTITUTO SUPERIORE DI SANITA, ISS, Italy
NORWEGIAN RADIATION PROTECTION AUTHORITY, NRPA, Norway
RIJKSINSTITUUT VOOR VOLKSGEZONDHEIDEN MILIEU*NATIONAL INSTITUTEFOR PUBLIC HEALTH AND
THE ENVIRONMENTEN, RIVM, Netherlands
FUNDACAO PARA A CIENCIA E A TECNOLOGIA, FCT, Portugal
INSTITUT ZAMEDICINSKA ISTRAZIVANJA I MEDICINU RADA, IMROH, Croatia
STATNI USTAV RADIACNI OCHRANY, SURO, Czech Republic
INSTITUTUL DE FIZICA ATOMICA, IFA, Romania
GREEK ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION, EEAE, Greece
VUJE AS, VUJE, Slovakia
TARTU ULIKOOL, UT, Estonia
RADIATION PROTECTION CENTRE, RPC, Lithuania
LATVIJAS UNIVERSITATE, UL, Latvia
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CONCERT Linked Third Parties:





















STOCKHOLMS UNIVERSITET (SU), affiliated or linked to MELODI
MUTADIS CONSULTANTS SARL (MUTADIS), affiliated or linked to NERIS
DANMARKS TEKNISKE UNIVERSITET (DTU), affiliated or linked to NERIS
UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI MILANO (UMIL), affiliated or linked to NERIS
RUDER BOSKOVIC INSTITUTE (RBI), affiliated or linked to EURADOS
INSTITUTO SUPERIOR TECNICO (IST), affiliated or linked to EURADOS
SEIBERSDORF LABOR GMBH (SL), affiliated or linked to EURADOS
PHYSIKALISCH-TECHNISCHE BUNDESANSTALT (PTB), affiliated or linked to EURADOS
THE HENRYK NIEWODNICZANSKI INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS, POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES (IFJ
PAN), affiliated or linked to EURADOS
EUROPEAN NUCLEAR SAFETY TRAINING AND TUTORING INSTITUTE (ENSTII), affiliated or linked to
IRSN
CENTRE D'ETUDE SUR L'EVALUATION DE LA PROTECTION DANS LE DOMAINE NUCLEAIRE (CEPN),
affiliated or linked to IRSN
FUNDACIO CENTRE DE RECERCA EN EPIDEMIOLOGIA AMBIENTAL - CREAL (CREAL), affiliated or linked
to CIEMAT
KARLSRUHER INSTITUT FUER TECHNOLOGIE (KIT), affiliated or linked to HMGU
HELMHOLTZ-ZENTRUM DRESDEN-ROSSENDORF EV (HZDR), affiliated or linked to HMGU
FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM JULICH GmbH (Juelich), affiliated or linked to HMGU
GSI HELMHOLTZZENTRUM FUER SCHWERIONENFORSCHUNG GmbH (GSI), affiliated or linked to
HMGU
NORGES MILJO-OG BIOVITENSKAPLIGE UNIVERSITET (NMBU-IMT), affiliated or linked to NRPA
UJV REZ, a.s. (NRI), affiliated or linked to SURO
CESKE VYSOKE UCENI TECHNICKE V PRAZE (CTU), affiliated or linked to SURO
INSTITUTUL NATIONAL DE CERCETARE -DEZVOLTARE PENTRU FIZICA SI INGINERIE NUCLEARA "HORIA
HULUBEI" (IFIN-HH), affiliated or linked to IFA-MG
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ANNEX B. FINANCIAL CALL CONDITIONS

1 Overview
Proposals must include the estimated eligible total costs of the action. These estimated eligible total
costs are used to calculate the maximum grant amount awarded through this call.
CONCERT aims at funding 100% of the action’s total eligible costs following a mixed mode model
(split in two portions). This grant will cover on the one side 69% of the action’s total eligible costs
under H2020 rules. The grant is meant to supplement a national co-fund on the other side. The
national co-fund must be provided by CONCERT Beneficiaries or their Linked Third Parties and cover
31% of the action’s total eligible costs.
Participants may further supplement the action’s budget with their own funds or funds from other
sources.
The funds for the grant awarded by CONCERT through this call are provided in accordance with the
applicable EURATOM and EU regulations and the provisions of the Grant Agreement Number —
662287 — CONCERT. The co-financing principle as set out in Article 125(3) Regulation 966/2012 and
Article 183 Commission Delegated Regulation 1268/2012 applies.
Consequently, actions are co-funded through a EURATOM contribution (EURATOM co-fund, 69%),
which will be awarded through this call. The EURATOM co-fund is contingent of a national
contribution (national co-fund, 31%). The national co-fund may be provided as follows:


CONCERT Beneficiaries or their Linked Third Parties participating directly in the action
provide the national co-fund through their own resources (e.g. personnel or use of
equipment, infrastructure, or other assets) or in-kind contributions from third parties,
provided the respective costs are eligible according to Grant Agreement Number — 662287
— CONCERT (see below 2 for details);



CONCERT Beneficiaries or their Linked Parties provide the national co-fund through financial
support to Third Parties participating in the action (see below 3 for details).

On behalf of CONCERT, CONCERT coordinator will conclude a CONCERT Grant Contract with each one
of the coordinators of the call winning consortia. The CONCERT Grant Contract will specify


The scope of the action and deliverables (with associated time table) expected from the
CONCERT grantees;



The amount of EURATOM funding to be granted to the grantees, with the foreseen payment
schedule;



The amount of co-fund resources to be spent by the grantees on the proposed research
project, with the related expected justifications (in case of Third Parties receiving financial
support from Beneficiaries or Linked Third Parties: e.g. grant contracts, grant approval
letters, or administrative acts).

The Grant provided through this call is paid out to Beneficiaries and Linked Third Parties by means of
a reimbursement in accordance with the applicable EURATOM and EU regulations and the provisions
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of the Grant Agreement Number — 662287 — CONCERT. Beneficiaries and Linked Third Parties
provide financial support to Third Parties. Financial support to Third Parties may be made in form of
advance payments.

2 Beneficiaries and Linked Third Parties
Beneficiaries and Linked Third Parties are funded according to the rules of the Grant Agreement
Number — 662287 — CONCERT and CONCERT’s internal rules concerning the distribution of funds.
Beneficiaries or Linked Third Parties use their own resources or in-kind contributions from third
parties to implement the action. The actually incurred costs must be eligible under the Grant
Agreement Number — 662287 — CONCERT (cp. in particular Articles 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 Grant
Agreement Number — 662287 — CONCERT). The grant reimburses 69% of these costs. The grant is
paid out by the BfS as the Coordinator of CONCERT according to the rules of the Grant Agreement
Number — 662287 — CONCERT.
CONCERT Beneficiaries and Linked Third Parties are referred to Annex 1 of the Grant Agreement for
details of the funding scheme.

3 Third Parties
Only eligible Third Parties can receive a grant. The provisions for eligibility set out in the
EU’s/EURATOM’s Rules for Participation (cp. Art. 10 Regulation 1290/2013) apply mutatis mutandis.
Generally, only entities from EURATOM Member States and Associated Countries6 are eligible.
In exceptional cases, entities from countries other than EURATOM member states and Associated
Countries can be eligible for funding. Consortia with such an entity demonstrate that this entity’s
contribution is essential to the action (Art. 10. para. 2 Regulation 1290/2013; Annex I: General
Conditions to the EURATOM Work Programme 2014 - 2015).
Other entities may participate, provided they use their own resources or secured funding from other
sources. They are, however, not eligible for funding7.

Eligible Third Parties are funded according to the following scheme:


CONCERT Beneficiaries or Linked Third Parties provide the national co-fund. This covers 31%
of the action’s eligible costs. The legal basis for these payments will be co-funding contracts
with the Third Parties. Each Third Party within the call-winning consortium will have to
conclude national funding contracts with a CONCERT Beneficiary or Linked Third Party. The
national co-fund is awarded according to the national laws governing the respective
CONCERT Beneficiary or Linked Third Party. This might require a separate procedure. The
present call does not involve a decision regarding the national co-fund.



CONCERT Beneficiaries or Linked Third Parties administer the grant awarded through this call
and thus provide the EURATOM co-fund (this is also called cascade funding, cp. p. 139

6

According to the European Commission, the only current Associated Country is Switzerland (cp. the
information provided in the European Commission’s H2020 Online Manual and Annex I: General Conditions to
the EURATOM Work Programme 2014 – 2015).
7
Persons, groups and entities subject to EU financial sanctions must not participate.
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AMGA). This will cover 69% of the financial support to the call-winning consortium. CONCERT
Beneficiaries or Linked Third Parties will be reimbursed for their financial support to Third
Parties according to Articles 6.2 C, 15.1, and 15.2 Grant Agreement Number — 662287 —
CONCERT.


The maximum amount of funding provided to Third Parties (EURATOM co-fund and national
co-fund) must not exceed 300,000 €.

The costs eligibility criteria for proposals for financial support of Third Parties shall be subject to the
rules of H2020. In particular, the costs eligibility rules foreseen under Articles 6.1, 6.2 A, B, D, E, 10,
11, 12, 13 of the H2020 Model Grant Agreement, apply by analogy to the support granted under the
CONCERT Grant Contract and to the national funding rules for the support granted as “national cofund”.

Annex C sets out the cost eligibility rules.

The CGC will also provide for the transfer of the following legal obligations to Third Parties:


The European Commission has the right to carry out checks, reviews and audits.



The European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) may carry out investigations.



The European Court of Auditors (ECA) may carry out audits.



The European Commission may carry out interim and final evaluations of the impact of the
action.



Third Parties must avoid a conflict of interests.



Third Parties must keep confidential all confidential information.



Third Parties must promote the action and ensure the visibility of EU funding.



Third Parties must accept the indemnity of the European Commission for certain matters and
its own liability for damages sustained by the European Commission.

The obligations are further specified in Annex D.
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ANNEX C. COSTS ELIGIBILITY RULES FOR PROVIDING FINANCIAL SUPPORT
TO THIRD PARTIES
The following rules shall apply mutatis mutandis to the funding of Third Parties. The rules shall apply
as follows:


Any reference to Beneficiaries shall be read as a reference to Third Parties;



Any reference to the period set out in Article 3 shall be read as a reference to the duration of
the project;



Any reference to Annex 1 or Annex 2 of the Grant Agreement shall be read as a reference to
the applicant consortiums proposal, and, where applicable, its budget.

Article 6.1 General conditions for costs to be eligible
‘Eligible costs’ are costs that meet the following criteria:
(a) for actual costs:
(i) they must be actually incurred by the beneficiary;
(ii) they must be incurred in the period set out in Article 3, with the exception of costs relating to
the submission of the periodic report for the last reporting period and the final report (see
Article 20);
(iii) they must be indicated in the estimated budget set out in Annex 2
(iv) they must be incurred in connection with the action as described in Annex 1 and necessary
for its implementation;
(v) they must be identifiable and verifiable, in particular recorded in the beneficiary’s accounts
in accordance with the accounting standards applicable in the country where the beneficiary
is established and with the beneficiary’s usual cost accounting practices;
(vi) they must comply with the applicable national law on taxes, labour and social security, and
(vii) they must be reasonable, justified and must comply with the principle of sound financial
management, in particular regarding economy and efficiency;
(b) for unit costs:
(i) they must be calculated as follows:
- {amounts per unit set out in Annex 2 or calculated by the beneficiary in accordance
with its usual cost accounting practices (see Article 6.2, Point A)
- multiplied by
- the number of actual units};
(ii) the number of actual units must comply with the following conditions:
- the units must be actually used or produced in the period as set out in Article 3;
- the units must be necessary for implementing the action or produced by it, and
- the number of units must be identifiable and verifiable, in particular supported by
records and documentation (see Article 18);
(c) for flat-rate costs:
(i) they must be calculated by applying the flat-rate set out in Annex 2, and
(ii) the costs (actual costs or unit costs) to which the flat-rate is applied must comply with the
conditions for eligibility set out in this Article.
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Article 6.2 Specific Conditions for costs to be eligible
Costs are eligible if they comply with the general conditions (see above) and the specific conditions
set out below for each of the following budget categories:
A. direct personnel costs;
B. direct costs of subcontracting;
[…]
D. other direct costs;
E. indirect costs;
[…]
‘Direct costs’ are costs that are directly linked to the action implementation and can therefore be
attributed to it directly. They must not include any indirect costs (see Point E below).
‘Indirect costs’ are costs that are not directly linked to the action implementation and therefore
cannot be attributed directly to it.
A. Direct personnel costs
Types of eligible personnel costs
A.1 Personnel costs are eligible, if they are related to personnel working for the beneficiary under an
employment contract (or equivalent appointing act) and assigned to the action (‘costs for employees
(or equivalent)’). They must be limited to salaries (including during parental leave), social security
contributions, taxes and other costs included in the remuneration, if they arise from national law or
the employment contract (or equivalent appointing act).
Beneficiaries that are non-profit legal entities8 may also declare as personnel costs additional
remuneration for personnel assigned to the action (including payments on the basis of
supplementary contracts regardless of their nature), if:
(a) it is part of the beneficiary’s usual remuneration practices and is paid in a consistent manner
whenever the same kind of work or expertise is required;
(b) the criteria used to calculate the supplementary payments are objective and generally
applied by the beneficiary, regardless of the source of funding used.
Additional remuneration for personnel assigned to the action is eligible up to the following
amount:
(a) if the person works full time and exclusively on the action during the full year: up to EUR 8
000;
(b) if the person works exclusively on the action but not full-time or not for the full year: up to
the corresponding pro-rata amount of EUR 8 000, or
(c) if the person does not work exclusively on the action: up to a pro-rata amount calculated as
follows:
{{EUR 8 000
divided by
the number of annual productive hours (see below)},
multiplied by
the number of hours that the person has worked on the action during the year}.
For the definition, see Article 2.1(14) of the Rules for Participation Regulation No 1290/2013: ‘non-profit
legal entity’ means a legal entity which by its legal form is non-profit-making or which has a legal or statutory
obligation not to distribute profits to its shareholders or individual members.
8
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A.2 The costs for natural persons working under a direct contract with the beneficiary other than
an employment contract are eligible personnel costs, if:
(a) the person works under the beneficiary’s instructions and, unless otherwise agreed with the
beneficiary, on the beneficiary’s premises;
(b) the result of the work carried out belongs to the beneficiary, and
(c) the costs are not significantly different from those for personnel performing similar tasks
under an employment contract with the beneficiary.
A.3 The costs of personnel seconded by a Third Party against payment are eligible personnel costs, if
the conditions in Article 11.1 are met.
A.4 Costs of owners of beneficiaries that are small and medium-sized enterprises (‘SME owners’)
who are working on the action and who do not receive a salary are eligible personnel costs, if they
correspond to the amount per unit set out in Annex 2 multiplied by the number of actual hours
worked on the action.
A.5 Costs of ‘beneficiaries that are natural persons’ not receiving a salary are eligible personnel
costs, if they correspond to the amount per unit set out in Annex 2 multiplied by the number of
actual hours worked on the action.
Calculation
Personnel costs must be calculated by the beneficiaries as follows:
{{hourly rate
multiplied by
the number of actual hours worked on the action},
plus
for non-profit legal entities: additional remuneration to personnel assigned to the action
under the conditions set out above (Point A.1)}.
The number of actual hours declared for a person must be identifiable and verifiable (see Article 18).
The total number of hours declared in EU or Euratom grants, for a person for a year, cannot be
higher than the annual productive hours used for the calculations of the hourly rate. Therefore, the
maximum number of hours that can be declared for the grant is:
{the number of annual productive hours for the year (see below)
minus
total number of hours declared by the beneficiary for that person in that year for other EU or
Euratom grants}.
The ‘hourly rate’ is one of the following:
(a) for personnel costs declared as actual costs: the hourly rate is the amount calculated as
follows:
{actual annual personnel costs (excluding additional remuneration) for the person divided by
number of annual productive hours}.
The beneficiaries must use the annual personnel costs and the number of annual productive
hours for each financial year covered by the reporting period. If a financial year is not closed
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at the end of the reporting period, the beneficiaries must use the hourly rate of the last
closed financial year available.
For the ‘number of annual productive hours’, the beneficiaries may choose one of the
following:
(i) ‘fixed number of hours’: 1 720 hours for persons working full time (or corresponding
proratafor persons not working full time);
(ii) ‘individual annual productive hours’: the total number of hours worked by the person in
the year for the beneficiary, calculated as follows:
{annual workable hours of the person (according to the employment
contract, applicable
collective labour agreement or national law)
plus
overtime worked
minus
absences (such as sick leave and special leave)}.
‘Annual workable hours’ means the period during which the personnel must be working, at
the employer’s disposal and carrying out his/her activity or duties under the employment
contract, applicable collective labour agreement or national working time legislation.
If the contract (or applicable collective labour agreement or national working time
legislation) does not allow to determine the annual workable hours, this option cannot be
used;
(iii)‘standard annual productive hours’: the ‘standard number of annual hours’ generally
applied by the beneficiary for its personnel in accordance with its usual cost accounting
practices. This number must be at least 90% of the ‘standard annual workable hours’.
If there is no applicable reference for the standard annual workable hours, this option
cannot be used.
For all options, the actual time spent on parental leave by a person assigned to the action may
be deducted from the number of annual productive hours;
(b)

for personnel costs declared on the basis of unit costs: the hourly rate is one of the
following:
(i) for SME owners or beneficiaries that are natural persons: the hourly rate set out in Annex
2 (see Points A.4 and A.5 above), or
(ii) for personnel costs declared on the basis of the beneficiary’s usual cost accounting
practices: the hourly rate calculated by the beneficiary in accordance with its usual cost
accounting practices, if:
- the cost accounting practices used are applied in a consistent manner, based on
objective criteria, regardless of the source of funding;
- the hourly rate is calculated using the actual personnel costs recorded in the
beneficiary’s accounts, excluding any ineligible cost or costs included in other budget
categories.
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The actual personnel costs may be adjusted by the beneficiary on the basis of
budgeted or estimated elements. Those elements must be relevant for calculating
the personnel costs, reasonable and correspond to objective and verifiable
information;
and
- the hourly rate is calculated using the number of annual productive hours (see
above).
B. Direct costs of subcontracting (including related duties, taxes and charges such as non-deductible
value added tax (VAT) paid by the beneficiary) are eligible if the conditions in Article 13.1.1 are met.
D. Other direct costs
D.1 Travel costs and related subsistence allowances (including related duties, taxes and charges
such as non-deductible value added tax (VAT) paid by the beneficiary) are eligible if they are in line
with the beneficiary’s usual practices on travel.
D.2 The depreciation costs of equipment, infrastructure or other assets (new or second-hand) as
recorded in the beneficiary’s accounts are eligible, if they were purchased in accordance with Article
10.1.1 and written off in accordance with international accounting standards and the beneficiary’s
usual accounting practices.
The costs of renting or leasing equipment, infrastructure or other assets (including related duties,
taxes and charges such as non-deductible value added tax (VAT) paid by the beneficiary) are also
eligible, if they do not exceed the depreciation costs of similar equipment, infrastructure or assets and
do not include any financing fees.
The costs of equipment, infrastructure or other assets contributed in-kind against payment are
eligible, if they do not exceed the depreciation costs of similar equipment, infrastructure or assets, do
not include any financing fees and if the conditions in Article 11.1 are met.
The only portion of the costs that will be taken into account is that which corresponds to the
duration of the action and rate of actual use for the purposes of the action.
D.3 Costs of other goods and services (including related duties, taxes and charges such as
nondeductible value added tax (VAT) paid by the beneficiary) are eligible, if they are:
(a) purchased specifically for the action and in accordance with Article 10.1.1 or
(b) contributed in kind against payment and in accordance with Article 11.1.
Such goods and services include, for instance, consumables and supplies, dissemination (including
open access), protection of results, certificates on the financial statements (if they are required by
the Agreement), certificates on the methodology, translations and publications.
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D.4 Capitalised and operating costs of ‘large research infrastructure9’ directly used for the action
are eligible, if:
(a) the value of the large research infrastructure represents at least 75% of the total fixed assets
(at historical value in its last closed balance sheet before the date of the signature of the
Agreement or as determined on the basis of the rental and leasing costs of the research
infrastructure10);
(b) the beneficiary’s methodology for declaring the costs for large research infrastructure has
been positively assessed by the Commission (‘ex-ante assessment’);
(c) the beneficiary declares as direct eligible costs only the portion which corresponds to the
duration of the action and the rate of actual use for the purposes of the action, and
(d) they comply with the conditions as further detailed in the annotations to the H2020 grant
agreements.
E. Indirect costs
Indirect costs are eligible if they are declared on the basis of the flat-rate of 25% of the eligible direct
costs (see Article 5.2 and Points A to D above), from which are excluded:
(a) costs of subcontracting and
(b) costs of in-kind contributions provided by third parties which are not used on the
beneficiary’s premises and
(c) costs of providing financial support to third parties;
(d) not applicable.
Beneficiaries receiving an operating grant11 financed by the EU or Euratom budget cannot declare
indirect costs for the period covered by the operating grant.

ARTICLE 10 — PURCHASE OF GOODS, WORKS OR SERVICES
10.1 Rules for purchasing goods, works or services
10.1.1 If necessary to implement the action, the beneficiaries may purchase goods, works or services.
The beneficiaries must make such purchases ensuring the best value for money or, if appropriate, the
lowest price. In doing so, they must avoid any conflict of interests (see Article 35).

‘Large research infrastructure’ means research infrastructure of a total value of at least EUR 20 million, for
a beneficiary, calculated as the sum of historical asset values of each individual research infrastructure of that
beneficiary, as they appear in its last closed balance sheet before the date of the signature of the Agreement or as
determined on the basis of the rental and leasing costs of the research infrastructure.
10
For the definition, see Article 2(6) of Regulation (EU) No 1291/2013 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 11 December 2013 establishing Horizon 2020 - the Framework Programme for Research and
Innovation (2014-2020) (OJ L 347, 20.12.2013 p.104)-(‘Horizon 2020 Framework Programme Regulation No
1291/2013’): ‘Research infrastructure’ are facilities, resources and services that are used by the research
communities to conduct research and foster innovation in their fields. Where relevant, they may be used beyond
research, e.g. for education or public services. They include: major scientific equipment (or sets of instruments);
knowledge-based resources such as collections, archives or scientific data; e-infrastructures such as data and
computing systems and communication networks; and any other infrastructure of a unique nature essential to
achieve excellence in research and innovation. Such infrastructures may be ‘single-sited’, ‘virtual’ or
‘distributed’.
11
For the definition, see Article 121(1)(b) of Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 966/2012 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012 on the financial rules applicable to the general budget of the
Union and repealing Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 1605/2002 (OJ L 218, 26.10.2012, p.1) (‘Financial
Regulation No 966/2012’): ‘operating grant’ means direct financial contribution, by way of donation, from the
budget in order to finance the functioning of a body which pursues an aim of general EU interest or has an
objective forming part of and supporting an EU policy.
9
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The beneficiaries must ensure that the Commission, the European Court of Auditors (ECA) and the
European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) can exercise their rights under Articles 22 and 23 also towards
their contractors.
10.1.2 Beneficiaries that are ‘contracting authorities’ within the meaning of Directive 2004/18/EC 12
or ‘contracting entities’ within the meaning of Directive 2004/17/EC13 must comply with the
applicable national law on public procurement.
10.2 Consequences of non-compliance
If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under Article 10.1.1, the costs related to the contract
concerned will be ineligible (see Article 6) and will be rejected (see Article 42).
If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under Article 10.1.2, the grant may be reduced (see
Article 43).
Such breaches may also lead to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6.

ARTICLE 11 — USE OF IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS PROVIDED BY THIRD PARTIES
AGAINST PAYMENT
11.1 Rules for the use of in-kind contributions against payment
If necessary to implement the action, the beneficiaries may use in-kind contributions provided by
third parties against payment.
The beneficiaries may declare costs related to the payment of in-kind contributions as eligible (see
Article 6.1 and 6.2), up to the third parties’ costs for the seconded persons, contributed equipment,
infrastructure or other assets or other contributed goods and services.
The third parties and their contributions must be set out in Annex 1. The Commission may however
approve in-kind contributions not set out in Annex 1 without amendment (see Article 55), if:
- they are specifically justified in the periodic technical report and
- their use does not entail changes to the Agreement which would call into question the
decision awarding the grant or breach the principle of equal treatment of applicants.
The beneficiaries must ensure that the Commission, the European Court of Auditors (ECA) and the
European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) can exercise their rights under Articles 22 and 23 also towards the
third parties.
11.2 Consequences of non-compliance

12

Directive 2004/18/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 on the coordination of
procedures for the award of public work contracts, public supply contracts and public service contracts (OJ L
134, 30.04.2004, p. 114).
13
Directive 2004/17/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 coordinating the
procurement procedures of entities operating in the water, energy, transport and postal services sectors (OJ L
134, 30.04.2004, p. 1).
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If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under this Article, the costs related to the payment of
the in-kind contribution will be ineligible (see Article 6) and will be rejected (see Article 42).
Such breaches may also lead to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6.

ARTICLE 12 — USE OF IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS PROVIDED BY THIRD PARTIES
FREE OF CHARGE
12.1 Rules for the use of in-kind contributions free of charge
If necessary to implement the action, the beneficiaries may use in-kind contributions provided by
third parties free of charge.
The beneficiaries may declare costs incurred by the third parties for the seconded persons,
contributed equipment, infrastructure or other assets or other contributed goods and services as
eligible in accordance with Article 6.4.
The third parties and their contributions must be set out in Annex 1. The Commission may however
approve in-kind contributions not set out in Annex 1 without amendment (see Article 55), if:
- they are specifically justified in the periodic technical report and
- their use does not entail changes to the Agreement which would call into question the
decision awarding the grant or breach the principle of equal treatment of applicants.
The beneficiaries must ensure that the Commission, the European Court of Auditors (ECA) and the
European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) can exercise their rights under Articles 22 and 23 also towards the
third parties.
12.2 Consequences of non-compliance
If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under this Article, the costs incurred by the third
parties related to the in-kind contribution will be ineligible (see Article 6) and will be rejected (see
Article 42).
Such breaches may also lead to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6.

ARTICLE 13 — IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTION TASKS BY SUBCONTRACTORS
13.1 Rules for subcontracting action tasks
13.1.1 If necessary to implement the action, the beneficiaries may award subcontracts covering the
implementation of certain action tasks described in Annex 1.
Subcontracting may cover only a limited part of the action.
The beneficiaries must award the subcontracts ensuring the best value for money or, if appropriate,
the lowest price. In doing so, they must avoid any conflict of interests (see Article 35). The tasks to be
implemented and the estimated cost for each subcontract must be set out in Annex 1 and the total
estimated costs of subcontracting per beneficiary must be set out in Annex 2. The Commission may
however approve subcontracts not set out in Annex 1 and 2 without amendment (see Article 55), if:
- they are specifically justified in the periodic technical report and
- they do not entail changes to the Agreement which would call into question the decision
awarding the grant or breach the principle of equal treatment of applicants.
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The beneficiaries must ensure that the Commission, the European Court of Auditors (ECA) and the
European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) can exercise their rights under Articles 22 and 23 also towards
their subcontractors.
13.1.2 The beneficiaries must ensure that their obligations under Articles 35, 36, 38 and 46 also apply
to the subcontractors.
Beneficiaries that are ‘contracting authorities’ within the meaning of Directive 2004/18/EC or
‘contracting entities’ within the meaning of Directive 2004/17/EC must comply with the applicable
national law on public procurement.
13.2 Consequences of non-compliance
If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under Article 13.1.1, the costs related to the
subcontract concerned will be ineligible (see Article 6) and will be rejected (see Article 42).
If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under Article 13.1.2, the grant may be reduced (see
Article 43).
Such breaches may also lead to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6.
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ANNEX D. LEGAL OBLIGATIONS OF THIRD PARTIES
The following rules contain obligations for the beneficiaries that will apply mutatis mutandis to third
parties. The rules will be transferred through the CONCERT Grant Contract and the applicable
national funding mechanisms.

ARTICLE 22 — CHECKS, REVIEWS, AUDITS AND INVESTIGATIONS — EXTENSION OF FINDINGS

22.1 Checks, reviews and audits by the Commission

22.1.1 Right to carry out checks
The Commission will — during the implementation of the action or afterwards — check the proper
implementation of the action and compliance with the obligations under the Agreement, including
assessing deliverables and reports.
For this purpose the Commission may be assisted by external persons or bodies.
The Commission may also request additional information in accordance with Article 17. The
Commission may request beneficiaries to provide such information to it directly.
Information provided must be accurate, precise and complete and in the format requested, including
electronic format.

22.1.2 Right to carry out reviews
The Commission may — during the implementation of the action or afterwards — carry out reviews
on the proper implementation of the action (including assessment of deliverables and reports),
compliance with the obligations under the Agreement and continued scientific or technological
relevance of the action.

Reviews may be started up to two years after the payment of the balance. They will be formally
notified to the coordinator or beneficiary concerned and will be considered to have started on the
date of the formal notification.

If the review is carried out on a third party (see Articles 10 to 16), the beneficiary concerned must
inform the third party.
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The Commission may carry out reviews directly (using its own staff) or indirectly (using external
persons or bodies appointed to do so). It will inform the coordinator or beneficiary concerned of the
identity of the external persons or bodies. They have the right to object to the appointment on
grounds of commercial confidentiality.

The coordinator or beneficiary concerned must provide — within the deadline requested — any
information and data in addition to deliverables and reports already submitted (including
information on the use of resources). The Commission may request beneficiaries to provide such
information to it directly.

The coordinator or beneficiary concerned may be requested to participate in meetings, including
with external experts.

For on-the-spot reviews, the beneficiaries must allow access to their sites and premises, including to
external persons or bodies, and must ensure that information requested is readily available.

Information provided must be accurate, precise and complete and in the format requested, including
electronic format.

On the basis of the review findings, a ‘review report’ will be drawn up.

The Commission will formally notify the review report to the coordinator or beneficiary concerned,
which has 30 days to formally notify observations (‘contradictory review procedure’). Reviews
(including review reports) are in the language of the Agreement.

22.1.3 Right to carry out audits
The Commission may — during the implementation of the action or afterwards — carry out audits on
the proper implementation of the action and compliance with the obligations under the Agreement.
Audits may be started up to two years after the payment of the balance. They will be formally
notified to the coordinator or beneficiary concerned and will be considered to have started on the
date of the formal notification.

If the audit is carried out on a third party (see Articles 10 to 16), the beneficiary concerned must
inform the third party.

The Commission may carry out audits directly (using its own staff) or indirectly (using external
persons or bodies appointed to do so). It will inform the coordinator or beneficiary concerned of the
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identity of the external persons or bodies. They have the right to object to the appointment on
grounds of commercial confidentiality.

The coordinator or beneficiary concerned must provide — within the deadline requested — any
information (including complete accounts, individual salary statements or other personal data) to
verify compliance with the Agreement. The Commission may request beneficiaries to provide such
information to it directly.

For on-the-spot audits, the beneficiaries must allow access to their sites and premises, including to
external persons or bodies, and must ensure that information requested is readily available.

Information provided must be accurate, precise and complete and in the format requested, including
electronic format.

On the basis of the audit findings, a ‘draft audit report’ will be drawn up.

The Commission will formally notify the draft audit report to the coordinator or beneficiary
concerned, which has 30 days to formally notify observations (‘contradictory audit procedure’). This
period may be extended by the Commission in justified cases.

The ‘final audit report’ will take into account observations by the coordinator or beneficiary
concerned. The report will be formally notified to it.

Audits (including audit reports) are in the language of the Agreement.

The Commission may also access the beneficiaries’ statutory records for the periodical assessment of
unit costs or flat-rate amounts.

22.2 Investigations by the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF)
Under Regulations No 883/201311 and No 2185/9612 (and in accordance with their provisions and
procedures), the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) may — at any moment during implementation of
the action or afterwards — carry out investigations, including on-the-spot checks and inspections, to
establish whether there has been fraud, corruption or any other illegal activity affecting the financial
interests of the EU.

22.3 Checks and audits by the European Court of Auditors (ECA)
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Under Article 287 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) and Article 161 of
the Financial Regulation No 966/201213, the European Court of Auditors (ECA) may — at any
moment during implementation of the action or afterwards — carry out audits.
The ECA has the right of access for the purpose of checks and audits.

22.5 Consequences of findings in checks, reviews, audits and investigations — Extension of findings

22.5.1 Findings in this grant
Findings in checks, reviews, audits or investigations carried out in the context of this grant may lead
to the rejection of ineligible costs (see Article 42), reduction of the grant (see Article 43), recovery of
undue amounts (see Article 44) or to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6.

Rejection of costs or reduction of the grant after the payment of the balance will lead to a revised
final grant amount (see Article 5.4).

Findings in checks, reviews, audits or investigations may lead to a request for amendment for the
modification of Annex 1 (see Article 55).

Checks, reviews, audits or investigations that find systemic or recurrent errors, irregularities, fraud or
breach of obligations may also lead to consequences in other EU or Euratom grants awarded under
similar conditions (‘extension of findings from this grant to other grants’).

Moreover, findings arising from an OLAF investigation may lead to criminal prosecution under
national law.

22.5.2 Findings in other grants
The Commission may extend findings from other grants to this grant (‘extension of findings from
other grants to this grant’), if:
a) the beneficiary concerned is found, in other EU or Euratom grants awarded under similar
conditions, to have committed systemic or recurrent errors, irregularities, fraud or breach of
obligations that have a material impact on this grant and
b) those findings are formally notified to the beneficiary concerned — together with the list of
grants affected by the findings — no later than two years after the payment of the balance of
this grant.
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The extension of findings may lead to the rejection of costs (see Article 42), reduction of the grant
(see Article 43), recovery of undue amounts (see Article 44), suspension of payments (see Article 48),
suspension of the action implementation (see Article 49) or termination (see Article 50).

22.5.3 Procedure
The Commission will formally notify the beneficiary concerned the systemic or recurrent errors and
its intention to extend these audit findings, together with the list of grants affected.

22.5.3.1 If the findings concern eligibility of costs: the formal notification will include:
a) an invitation to submit observations on the list of grants affected by the findings;
b) the request to submit revised financial statements for all grants affected;
c) the correction rate for extrapolation established by the Commission on the basis of the
systemic or recurrent errors, to calculate the amounts to be rejected if the beneficiary
concerned:
i.
considers that the submission of revised financial statements is not possible or
practicable or
ii.
does not submit revised financial statements.

The beneficiary concerned has 90 days from receiving notification to submit observations, revised
financial statements or to propose a duly substantiated alternative correction method. This period
may be extended by the Commission in justified cases.

The amounts to be rejected will be determined on the basis of the revised financial statements,
subject to their approval.

If the Commission does not receive any observations or revised financial statements, does not accept
the observations or the proposed alternative correction method or does not approve the revised
financial statements, it will formally notify the beneficiary concerned the application of the initially
notified correction rate for extrapolation.

If the Commission accepts the alternative correction method proposed by the beneficiary concerned,
it will formally notify the application of the accepted alternative correction method.

22.5.3.2 If the findings concern improper implementation or a breach of another obligation: the
formal notification will include:
a) an invitation to submit observations on the list of grants affected by the findings and
b) the flat-rate the Commission intends to apply according to the principle of proportionality.
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The beneficiary concerned has 90 days from receiving notification to submit observations or to
propose a duly substantiated alternative flat-rate.
If the Commission does not receive any observations or does not accept the observations or the
proposed alternative flat-rate, it will formally notify the beneficiary concerned the application of the
initially notified flat-rate.

If the Commission accepts the alternative flat-rate proposed by the beneficiary concerned, it will
formally notify the application of the accepted alternative flat-rate.

22.6 Consequences of non-compliance
If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under this Article, any insufficiently substantiated costs
will be ineligible (see Article 6) and will be rejected (see Article 42).
Such breaches may also lead to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6.

ARTICLE 23 — EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT OF THE ACTION

23.1 Right to evaluate the impact of the action
The Commission may carry out interim and final evaluations of the impact of the action measured
against the objective of the Euratom programme.

Evaluations may be started during implementation of the action and up to five years after the
payment of the balance. The evaluation is considered to start on the date of the formal notification
to the coordinator or beneficiaries.

The Commission may make these evaluations directly (using its own staff) or indirectly (using
external bodies or persons it has authorised to do so).

The coordinator or beneficiaries must provide any information relevant to evaluate the impact of the
action, including information in electronic format.

23.2 Consequences of non-compliance
If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under this Article, the Commission may apply the
measures described in Chapter 6.
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ARTICLE 23a — MANAGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

23a.1 Obligation to take measures to implement the Commission Recommendation on the
management of intellectual property in knowledge transfer activities
Beneficiaries that are universities or other public research organisations must take measures to
implement the principles set out in Points 1 and 2 of the Code of Practice annexed to the
Commission Recommendation on the management of intellectual property in knowledge transfer
activities.
This does not change the obligations set out in Subsections 2 and 3 of this Section.
The beneficiaries must ensure that researchers and third parties involved in the action are aware of
them.

23a.2 Consequences of non-compliance
If a beneficiary breaches its obligations under this Article, the Commission may apply any of the
measures described in Chapter 6.

ARTICLE 35 — CONFLICT OF INTERESTS

35.1 Obligation to avoid a conflict of interests
The beneficiaries must take all measures to prevent any situation where the impartial and objective
implementation of the action is compromised for reasons involving economic interest, political or
national affinity, family or emotional ties or any other shared interest (‘conflict of interests’).
They must formally notify to the Commission without delay any situation constituting or likely to lead
to a conflict of interests and immediately take all the necessary steps to rectify this situation.
The Commission may verify that the measures taken are appropriate and may require additional
measures to be taken by a specified deadline.

35.2 Consequences of non-compliance
If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under this Article, the grant may be reduced (see
Article 43) and the Agreement or participation of the beneficiary may be terminated (see Article 50).
Such breaches may also lead to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6.
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ARTICLE 36 — CONFIDENTIALITY

36.1 General obligation to maintain confidentiality
During implementation of the action and for four years after the period set out in Article 3, the
parties must keep confidential any data, documents or other material (in any form) that is identified
as confidential at the time it is disclosed (‘confidential information’).
If a beneficiary requests, the Commission may agree to keep such information confidential for an
additional period beyond the initial four years.
If information has been identified as confidential only orally, it will be considered to be confidential
only if this is confirmed in writing within 15 days of the oral disclosure.
Unless otherwise agreed between the parties, they may use confidential information only to
implement the Agreement.
The beneficiaries may disclose confidential information to their personnel or third parties involved in
the action only if they:
a) need to know to implement the Agreement and;
b) are bound by an obligation of confidentiality.
This does not change the security obligations in Article 37, which still apply.
The Commission may disclose confidential information to its staff, other EU institutions and bodies or
third parties, if:
a) this is necessary to implement the Agreement or safeguard the EU's financial interests and;
b) the recipients of the information are bound by an obligation of confidentiality.
Under the conditions set out in Article 4 of the Rules for Participation Regulation No 1290/2013, the
Commission must moreover make available information on the results to other EU institutions,
bodies, offices or agencies as well as Member States or associated countries.
The confidentiality obligations no longer apply if:
a) the disclosing party agrees to release the other party;
b) the information was already known by the recipient or is given to him without obligation of
confidentiality by a third party that was not bound by any obligation of confidentiality;
c) the recipient proves that the information was developed without the use of confidential
information;
d) the information becomes generally and publicly available, without breaching any
confidentiality obligation, or
e) the disclosure of the information is required by EU or national law.

36.2 Consequences of non-compliance
If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under this Article, the grant may be reduced (see
Article 43).
Such breaches may also lead to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6.
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ARTICLE 38 — PROMOTING THE ACTION — VISIBILITY OF EU FUNDING

38.1 Communication activities by beneficiaries

38.1.1 Obligation to promote the action and its results
The beneficiaries must promote the action and its results, by providing targeted information to
multiple audiences (including the media and the public) in a strategic and effective manner.
This does not change the dissemination obligations in Article 29, the confidentiality obligations in
Article 36 or the security obligations in Article 37, all of which still apply.
Before engaging in a communication activity expected to have a major media impact, the
beneficiaries must inform the Commission (see Article 52).

38.1.2 Information on EU funding — Obligation and right to use the EU emblem
Unless the Commission requests or agrees otherwise or unless it is impossible, any communication
activity related to the action (including in electronic form, via social media, etc.) and any
infrastructure, equipment and major results funded by the grant must:
a) display the EU emblem and
b) include the following text:
- For communication activities: “This project has received funding from the Euratom
research and training programme 2014-2018 under grant agreement No 662287”.
- For infrastructure, equipment and major results: “This [infrastructure][equipment][insert
type of result] is part of a project that has received funding from the Euratom research
and training programme 2014-2018 under grant agreement No 662287”.

When displayed together with another logo, the EU emblem must have appropriate prominence.
For the purposes of their obligations under this Article, the beneficiaries may use the EU emblem
without first obtaining approval from the Commission.
This does not, however, give them the right to exclusive use.
Moreover, they may not appropriate the EU emblem or any similar trademark or logo, either by
registration or by any other means.

38.1.3 Disclaimer excluding the Commission responsibility
Any communication activity related to the action must indicate that it reflects only the author's view
and that the Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it
contains.
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38.2 Communication activities by the Commission

38.2.1 Right to use beneficiaries’ materials, documents or information
The Commission may use, for its communication and publicising activities, information relating to the
action, documents notably summaries for publication and public deliverables as well as any other
material, such as pictures or audio-visual material that it receives from any beneficiary (including in
electronic form).
This does not change the confidentiality obligations in Article 36 and the security obligations in
Article 37, all of which still apply.
However, if the Commission’s use of these materials, documents or information would risk
compromising legitimate interests, the beneficiary concerned may request the Commission not to
use it (see Article 52).
The right to use a beneficiary’s materials, documents and information includes:
a) use for its own purposes (in particular, making them available to persons working for the
Commission or any other EU institution, body, office or agency or body or institutions in EU
Member States; and copying or reproducing them in whole or in part, in unlimited numbers);
b) distribution to the public (in particular, publication as hard copies and in electronic or digital
format, publication on the internet, as a downloadable or non-downloadable file,
broadcasting by any channel, public display or presentation, communicating through press
information services, or inclusion in widely accessible databases or indexes);
c) editing or redrafting for communication and publicising activities (including shortening,
summarising, inserting other elements (such as meta-data, legends, other graphic, visual,
audio or text elements), extracting parts (e.g. audio or video files), dividing into parts, use
in a compilation);
d) translation;
e) giving access in response to individual requests under Regulation No 1049/2001, without
the right to reproduce or exploit;
f) storage in paper, electronic or other form;
g) archiving, in line with applicable document-management rules, and
h) the right to authorise third parties to act on its behalf or sub-license the modes of use set
out in Points (b),(c),(d) and (f) to third parties if needed for the communication and
publicizing activities of the Commission.

If the right of use is subject to rights of a third party (including personnel of the beneficiary), the
beneficiary must ensure that it complies with its obligations under this Agreement (in particular, by
obtaining the necessary approval from the third parties concerned).
Where applicable (and if provided by the beneficiaries), the Commission will insert the following
information:
“© – [year] – [name of the copyright owner]. All rights reserved. Licensed to the Euratom
under conditions.”
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38.3 Consequences of non-compliance
If a beneficiary breaches any of its obligations under this Article, the grant may be reduced (see
Article 43).
Such breaches may also lead to any of the other measures described in Chapter 6.

ARTICLE 46 — LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES

46.1 Liability of the Commission
The Commission cannot be held liable for any damage caused to the beneficiaries or to third parties
as a consequence of implementing the Agreement, including for gross negligence.
The Commission cannot be held liable for any damage caused by any of the beneficiaries or third
parties involved in the action, as a consequence of implementing the Agreement.

46.2 Liability of the beneficiaries

46.2.1 Conditions
Except in case of force majeure (see Article 51), the beneficiaries must compensate the Commission
for any damage it sustains as a result of the implementation of the action or because the action was
not implemented in full compliance with the Agreement.
Each beneficiary is responsible for paying the damages claimed from it.

46.2.2 Amount of damages - Calculation
The amount the Commission can claim from a beneficiary will correspond to the damage caused by
that beneficiary.

46.2.3 Procedure
Before claiming damages, the Commission will formally notify the beneficiary concerned:
-

informing it of its intention to claim damages, the amount and the reasons why and
inviting it to submit observations within 30 days.
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If the Commission does not receive any observations or decides to claim damages despite the
observations it has received, it will formally notify confirmation of the claim for damages and a debit
note, specifying the amount to be recovered, the terms and the date for payment.
If payment is not made by the date specified in the debit note, the Commission may recover the
amount:
a) by ‘offsetting’ it — without the beneficiary’s consent — against any amounts owed to the
beneficiary concerned by the Commission or an executive agency (from the EU or Euratom
budget)
In exceptional circumstances, to safeguard the EU’s financial interests, the Commission may
offset before the payment date specified in the debit note;
b) by taking legal action (see Article 57) or by adopting an enforceable decision under Article
299 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (TFEU) , Article 106a of the Euratom Treaty
and Article 79(2) of the Financial Regulation No 966/2012.
If payment is not made by the date in the debit note, the amount to be recovered (see above) will be
increased by late-payment interest at the rate set out in Article 21.11, from the day following the
payment date in the debit note, up to and including the date the Commission receives full payment
of the amount.
Partial payments will be first credited against expenses, charges and late-payment interest and then
against the principal.

Bank charges incurred in the recovery process will be borne by the beneficiary, unless Directive
2007/64/EC applies.
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2.2.

Guidelines for applicants

EUROPEAN JOINT PROGRAMME - CONCERT
TRANSNATIONAL CALL FOR PROPOSALS (2016)
FOR

“RADIATION PROTECTION RESEARCH IN
EUROPE”

GUIDELINES FOR APPLICANTS
SUBMISSION DEADLINE: 02-AUGUST-2016 AT 17:00 (CEST)
_________
Link to electronic proposal submission:
https://www.pt-it.de/ptoutline/application/CONCERT2016

CONCERT JOINT CALL SECRETARIAT
JCS is hosted by the French National Research Agency (ANR)
50 avenue Daumesnil, 75012 Paris, FRANCE
Monika Frenzel
EJPConcertCalls@agencerecherche.fr

http://www.concert-h2020.eu/en
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BACKGROUND
The European Joint Programme for the Integration of Radiation Protection Research (acronym:
CONCERT) aims to contribute to the sustainable integration of European and national research
programmes in the field of radiation protection. CONCERT Beneficiaries have decided to launch a first
open CONCERT transnational call to fund multidisciplinary innovative research projects in radiation
protection. Please read the Call text for further details.

REGISTRATION
Research project consortia who intend to submit a transnational proposal should register at
https://www.pt-it.de/ptoutline/application/CONCERT2016, clicking the “Generate a new password”
button and following the directions. To register, please complete the different sections as soon as
possible.

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION
Please read carefully the Call Text and its Financial Call Conditions before starting your
proposal in order to check if you fulfil the call’s formal requirements.
Electronic proposal submission is mandatory. Please use the proposal template provided on the
CONCERT website (http://www.concert-h2020.eu/en). Please complete all fields and respect the
format of each section. The proposal should be uploaded to the online submission website in a
digitally signed PDF-Format file (a scanned version of the original signature page) before August 2nd,
2016 at 17:00 (CEST Brussels local time). After this time, the server will not accept proposals. Please
take into account that the online data entry may be overloaded by the day of the deadline. It is
therefore recommended to complete the registration and upload the proposal in proper time.
In case of inconsistencies between the information registered in the submission tool and the
information included in the PDF of this application form, the information registered in the
submission tool shall prevail.
For central and additional information you can contact CONCERT Joint Call Secretariat (JCS) at the
French National Research Agency (ANR):
Monika Frenzel
EJPConcertCalls@agencerecherche.fr
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PROPOSAL STRUCTURE
One joint proposal document (in English) shall be prepared by the partners of a joint transnational
proposal, which must be uploaded to the online submission website (https://www.ptit.de/ptoutline/application/CONCERT2016) by the transnational project coordinator.
Only the proposal template provided on the CONCERT website (http://www.concert-h2020.eu/en)
will be accepted. All sections of the proposal template should be completed. Please keep in mind
that the template has limits on length. Thus, the proposal document cannot be longer than the
number of pages indicated in the proposal template (DIN-A4, Calibri 11, single-spaced). In addition,
the proposal in PDF format to be uploaded to the online tool must not exceed 10 Megabytes.
Proposals exceeding these limitations will be rejected by the online system.
Please note that after submission of the proposal once the joint transnational call has been closed it
is not possible to amend the proposal or to add further documents.

PLEASE NOTE
It is mandatory to meet the deadline and observe the format of the proposal structure.
The Joint Call Secretariat will check the proposals submitted to ensure that they meet the call’s
formal criteria (e.g. date of submission; number and category of participating countries; inclusion of
all necessary information in English; appropriate limits on length). Proposals not meeting the
eligibility criteria will be rejected. Eligible proposals will be forwarded to independent international
scientific experts for evaluation.
Potential project consortium coordinators are recommended to read the Financial Call Conditions in
the Call Text when they are looking for potential project consortium partners.
Project partners are strongly advised to read the Financial Call Conditions in the Call Text and to
consult the list of CONCERT Beneficiaries and their Linked Third Parties, and to contact their
respective national organisation participating in CONCERT, if applicable (consult CONCERT website
(http://www.concert-h2020.eu/en) for a list of CONCERT Beneficiaries and their Linked Third Parties,
and a list of the National Contact Points).
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2.3.

Proposal application form

EUROPEAN JOINT PROGRAMME - CONCERT
TRANSNATIONAL CALL FOR PROPOSALS (2016)
FOR

“RADIATION PROTECTION RESEARCH IN
EUROPE”

PROPOSAL APPLICATION FORM
Please note:



All fields must be completed using "Calibri font, size 11" characters.



Incomplete proposals (proposal missing any sections), proposals using a different format or
exceeding length limitations of any sections will be rejected without further review.



In case of inconsistency between the information registered in the submission tool and the
information included in the PDF of this application form, the information registered in the
submission tool shall prevail.



Refer to the “GUIDELINES FOR APPLICANTS” for information about the proposal structure.
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CHECKLIST FOR THE COORDINATOR:
In order to make sure that your proposal will be eligible to this call, please collect the information
required (on the “Call Text” and “Guidelines for applicants”) to tick all the sections below before
starting to complete this application form.

-

General conditions:

The project proposal addresses the AIM/s of the call
The project proposal meets one (and only one) TOPIC of the call
The project will be finished not later than 31 December 2019

-

Consortium Composition:

I have only submitted one project proposal as coordinator
The project proposal involves at least 3 legal entities, established in at least 3 different EU
Member States or Euratom Programme associated countries
I am not a member of CONCERT Call Steering Committee (CSC) or evaluation panel
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
Project title

Acronym (max. 15 characters)

Project duration (months)

Total eligible costs (€)*

Total requested budget (€)*

* Please make sure that the same figures are entered in the sections that need to be completed
online (pt-outline submission tool). Thousand separators and whole numbers should be used
only (e.g. 200.000).

5.3 SCIENTIFIC AREA
Please tick the appropriate box (one and only one) to specify the focus of your application.

Improvement of health risk assessment associated with low dose/dose rate radiation.

Reducing uncertainties in human and ecosystem radiological risk assessment and management
in nuclear emergencies and existing exposure situations, including NORM.

5.4 KEYWORDS (FROM 5 UP TO 7)
Please list 5 to 7 keywords describing your proposal.

5.5 SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACT (MAX. ½ PAGE, 2,400 CHARACTERS INCLUDING BLANKS)
Please give a comprehensive and readable summary of the most important aims and methods of the
project. Please note that if the project is selected for funding this abstract is to be published in
CONCERT website and newsletters.
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2. PROJECT CONSORTIUM
For each of the partners participating in the project, please fill in the following table. Add as many
tables as necessary.

2.1.

PROJECT COORDINATOR

Last Name
First Name
Gender
Title
Institution
Type of entity

Organisation1

Academia
Research oriented radiation protection institutions
Clinical/public health research sector
Enterprise
CONCERT beneficiary
CONCERT Linked Third Party
Other (Third Party)

Department
Address
Postal Code
City
Country/Region
Phone
Fax
E-mail
Other information
Other personnel
participating in the
project
(please provide last
and first names
and positions, 1
line per person)

1

Please check the list of CONCERT beneficiaries and their Linked Third Parties in the Call Text.
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2.2.

PROJECT PARTNER 2

Last Name
First Name
Gender
Title
Institution

Type of entity

Organisation1

Academia
Research oriented radiation protection institutions
Clinical/public health research sector
Enterprise
CONCERT beneficiary
CONCERT Linked Third Party
Other (Third Party)

Department
Address
Postal Code
City
Country/Region
Phone
Fax
E-mail
Other information
Other personnel
participating in the
project
(please provide last and
first names
and positions, 1
line per person)

1

Please check the list of CONCERT beneficiaries and their Linked Third Parties in the Call Text.
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2.3.

PROJECT PARTNER 3

Last Name
First Name
Gender
Title
Institution

Type of entity

Organisation1

Academia
Research oriented radiation protection institutions
Clinical/public health research sector
Enterprise
CONCERT beneficiary
CONCERT Linked Third Party
Other (Third Party)

Department
Address
Postal Code
City
Country/Region
Phone
Fax
E-mail
Other information
Other personnel
participating in the
project
(please provide last and
first names
and positions, 1
line per person)

1

Please check the list of CONCERT beneficiaries and their Linked Third Parties in the Call Text.
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3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

3.1.

BACKGROUND, PRESENT STATE OF THE ART IN THE RESEARCH FIELD REGARDING THE
PROPOSED WORK (MAX. 2 PAGES)

Justify how the proposal fits in the scope of the call; explain the scientific dimension of the proposed
work and its added value to the radiation protection field; describe the unmet needs addressed by the
proposed work; describe the current patent situation related to your proposed work, the competitive
landscape, and how the results of your proposed work will fit in

3.2.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS (MAX. 2 PAGES)

Please include preliminary data obtained by the consortium members related to the proposed
research work

3.3.

WORK PLAN INCLUDING REFERENCES (MAX. 8 PAGES)

Please include: aims, methodology, role of each participant, time plan, Work Packages, project
coordination and management, innovation, added value of the proposed solutions to address a
medical need compared to existing ones

3.4.

DIAGRAM WHICH COMPILES THE WORK PLAN, TIMELINE, SEQUENCING OF WORK
PACKAGES, THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE PARTNERS TO EACH WORK PACKAGE AND THEIR
INTERACTIONS (TIMEPLAN, GANTT AND/OR PERT, MAX. 1 PAGE)

3.5.

JUSTIFICATION OF REQUESTED BUDGET AND TOTAL PROJECT COSTS (MAX. 1 PAGE)

Please justify the resources to be committed. When applicable specify also funding from other sources
than CONCERT necessary for the project

3.6.

ADDED VALUE OF THE PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION (MAX. 1 PAGE)

Please explain the European dimension of the research and the proposed solutions, the necessity for a
transnational approach
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3.7.

POTENTIAL IMPACT AND EXPLOITATION OF EXPECTED PROJECT RESULTS (MAX. 1
PAGE)

Please provide a business plan if appropriate

3.8.

HANDLING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (E.G. ANY BARRIERS TO SHARING
MATERIALS OR RESULTS), BOTH WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM
(MAX. ½ PAGE)

3.9.

DESCRIPTION OF ON-GOING PROJECTS, PENDING PATENTS AND PATENTS WHEN

APPLICABLE OF EACH PARTICIPATING GROUP RELATED TO THE PRESENT TOPIC INDICATING
FUNDING SOURCES AND POSSIBLE OVERLAPS WITH PROPOSAL (MAX. 1 PAGE PER GROUP)

3.10. ETHICAL ISSUES OF THE PROJECT PROPOSAL (MAX. ½ PAGE)
When applicable, please address ethical and legal issues (e.g. informed consent, ethical permits, data
protection, use of animals)

3.11. EDUCATION AND TRAINING (MAX. 1 PAGE)
When applicable, please provide a plan for integration of education and training into the research
programme, with a description of the proposed activities, details of collaboration or involvement with
academic departments, and of intended PhD thesis work, MSc project work, teaching seminars, ad
hoc courses on the topics of the proposal, etc., where possible

3.12. QUALITY ASSURANCE, OPEN ACCESS AND INFRASTRUCTURES (MAX. 1 PAGE)
When applicable, please demonstrate the appropriateness of the approaches, techniques or
infrastructures, in terms of feasibility, reliability, quality assurance and traceability of the results to be
generated in relation to the objectives of the project (e.g. reliable dose quantification, common
standards for omics, etc.), with a Data Management Plan (DMP), and, if applicable, a Sample
Management Plan (SMP)
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4. FINANCIAL PLAN OF PROJECT BUDGET (IN €): PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT THE SAME FIGURES ARE ENTERED IN THE SECTIONS THAT NEED TO
BE COMPLETED ONLINE

Please consider that not all types of expenditure are fundable (Cp. Art. 126 (2) Regulation 966/2012 for a definition of eligible costs).
Add as many partners and financial tables as necessary.
Thousand separators and whole numbers should be used only (e.g. 200.000).

Total

Partners

Eligible costs

Coordinator:
Partner 2:
Partner 3:

Total
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4.1.

FINANCIAL PLAN OF PROJECT COORDINATOR (IN €): PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT THE SAME FIGURES ARE ENTERED IN THE SECTIONS THAT

NEED TO BE COMPLETED ONLINE

Type

Total

Item Description

Eligible costs

Personnel
Please specify (e.g. PhD students, Post Doc
researchers, technicians and the number of
Person-Months)

Consumables
Please specify (e.g. reagents, kits, antibodies,
cell culture material, animals etc.)

Equipment
Please specify equipment

Travel
Please specify (e.g. allowances, meeting fees
etc.)

Other
Please specify (e.g. animal costs,
subcontracting, provisions, licensing fees,
patents, publications, etc)

Overhead*
Total
* No more than 25% of the direct costs.
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4.2.

FINANCIAL PLAN OF PROJECT PARTNER 2 (IN €): PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT THE SAME FIGURES ARE ENTERED IN THE SECTIONS THAT NEED

TO BE COMPLETED ONLINE

Type

Total

Item Description

Eligible costs

Personnel
Please specify (e.g. PhD students, Post Doc
researchers, technicians and the number of
Person-Months)

Consumables
Please specify (e.g. reagents, kits, antibodies,
cell culture material, animals etc.)

Equipment
Please specify equipment

Travel
Please specify (e.g. allowances, meeting fees
etc.)

Other
Please specify (e.g. animal costs,
subcontracting, provisions, licensing fees,
patents, publications, etc)

Overhead*
Total
* No more than 25% of the direct costs.
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4.3.

FINANCIAL PLAN OF PROJECT PARTNER 3 (IN €): PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT THE SAME FIGURES ARE ENTERED IN THE SECTIONS THAT NEED

TO BE COMPLETED ONLINE

Type

Total

Item Description

Eligible costs

Personnel
Please specify (e.g. PhD students, Post Doc
researchers, technicians and the number of
Person-Months)

Consumables
Please specify (e.g. reagents, kits, antibodies,
cell culture material, animals etc.)

Equipment
Please specify equipment

Travel
Please specify (e.g. allowances, meeting fees
etc.)

Other
Please specify (e.g. animal costs,
subcontracting, provisions, licensing fees,
patents, publications, etc)

Overhead*
Total
* No more than 25% of the direct costs.
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5. BRIEF CVS OF CONSORTIUM PARTNERS
For each of the consortium partners, please provide a brief CV for the Project Consortium Coordinator
and each Project Partner Principal Investigator with a list of up to five relevant publications within the
last five years demonstrating the competence to carry out the project (max 1 page each, complete
form below and add as many tables as necessary.).
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5.1.

PROJECT COORDINATOR

Last Name
First Name
Institution

Short CV

List of
five relevant
publications
within the
last five years
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5.2.

PROJECT PARTNER 2

Last Name
First Name
Institution

Short CV

List of
five relevant
publications
within the
last five years
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5.3.

PROJECT PARTNER 3

Last Name
First Name
Institution

Short CV

List of
five relevant
publications
within the
last five years
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SIGNATURE
Project Consortium Coordinator

Stamp and Signature

Family Name:
First Name:

Institution:

CONCERT (662287)

Date:
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